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Abstract
Evaluation of algorithms for personalization is very important for being able to iteratively
develop improved algorithms, but it is not always easy to do. Batch experimentation using a test
collection is fast, but has high start-up costs, often requires very strong assumptions about users
and their needs in context, and can introduce biases if the data has not been collected very
carefully. User studies are slow and have high variance, making them difficult to generalize and
certainly not possible to use for iterative development. Online experimentation using A/B tests,
pioneered and refined by companies such as Google and Microsoft, can be fast but is limited in
other ways, in particular that it is not easy to do without access to a large user base.
In this talk I present work we have done and work in progress on using logged online user data to
evaluate personalization offline. I will discuss some of the user simulation work I have done
with my students in the context of evaluating system effectiveness over user search sessions (in
the context of the TREC Session track), based on training models on logged data for use
offline. I will also discuss work on using historical logged data to re-weight search outputs for
evaluation, focusing on how to collect that data to arrive at unbiased conclusions. The latter is
work I am doing while on sabbatical at Spotify, which provides many motivating examples.
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